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Spontaneous Ghost Encounters
Gurney, Myers, Podmore (1889), Phantasms of the Living



Provoked After-Death Communication
using technologies



Spontaneous After-Death Telecommunication 
(ADT)



Rees (1971): « The hallucinations of widowhood »

Several unpublished doctoral researches (Burton, 
1980; Conant, 1992; Devers, 1994; Haynes, 2011; 
Knight, 2011; Parker, 2004; Steffen, 2011): post-
death experiences are a natural and even 
therapeutic part of the grieving process

Callum E. Cooper’s 2017 Ph.D (University of 
Northampton)



D. Scott Rogo & R. 
Bayless, 1979

Callum E. Cooper, 
2012



Type 1 : ‘Simple Calls’ - Limited conversation

Type 2: ‘Prolonged Calls’ - Recipient has no knowledge the 
caller is dead

Type 3: ‘Answer Calls’ - A living person contacts a dead 
person without knowledge of that person being dead 
(prolonged)

Type 4: ‘Mixed Calls’ - combination of Type 1 & 2

Type 5: ‘Intention Calls’ - Receiving a call which was intended 
to be made, but never was (only living persons)



Type 1: Between 24h to some 40 years after the loss

10% on a meaningful/anniversary day

34% with audible anomalies

6% with a message of warning or emergency

10% with meaningful coincidences

Reliable findings despite advances in telecommunication 
technology (Cooper, 2014); and cross-cultural (Biondi, 1984)



Laurent K.
30 years old

Hello. My 
integration 
was fine. 
Everything is 
OK. Julie



Telephone rang day and 

night. Door’s bell too

Two recorded messages with 

laughs

Discussion with answers 

through raps

Tricky questions

At the end, heard a dog 

panting quickly



Presence of his mother and 

brother during this call

Recorded the conversation 

with a tape recorder

Explore uncritically all 

paranormal stuffs, looking 

for "the reality of reality"

Wrote two books with 

collected testimonies



Vocal message directly recorded 

on the answering machine

« All is OK, don’t worry, I’m 

OK, all will be OK »

Recognized her dead mother, 

as did members of her family

Message vanished

Link made with the unexpected 

death of her cousin’s sister 6 

months later



Lost his boyfriend after a 3-week 

agony; prayed for a sign

Short text message: « Above all do 

not worry. I’m well arrived. Promise 

me to care of you, I love you. JP »

Number no longer assigned

Details provided by her friend 

Laetitia: PK by empathy?

PK counterpart of ESP by short text 

message (Sheldrake, 2009) and 

emails (Sheldrake & Smart, 2005)?



Call from her dad, 6 months 

after his accidental death

Audible anomalies

Her sisters received the same 

call at almost the same time

Message recorded but 

disappeared at the third 

listening

Familial phenomena?



Called by a man with a Polish 

accent, who claimed to be in a 

coma in Warsaw

Asked him to transmit farewell 

to his daughter Manue, 

Nicolas’ friendly neighbor

She confirmed the fact 10 days 

later

Even by proxy?



DISCUSSION



‘Intentional Calls’: same phenomena, but with living 
persons only

Calls before death or several years after: Not always 
a subsequent reaction to a loss

==> Spontaneous ADC is not the right term; 
Hallucination of widowhood not the only 
hypothesis

Distinction between death /non-death-related cases



Objectivity and materiality

Several witnesses, records, anomalous knowledge

Contradict reductionist psychological hypotheses

What to do with them?

How to work with the subjective part of the 
phenomena when the objective part is brought to 
the foreground?



Elusiveness

Contradicts signal-like parapsychological hypotheses

Suggests external intelligence and agency

Should we explain non-signal parapsychological 
models (MPI, GQT)?

Client’s fear of not being taken seriously because of 
elusiveness



Survival interpretation

Reassuring for bereavement, but 
destabilizing for the global worldview

Risks with too much external attributions

Parallels with poltergeist and coincidence
experiences; Complex environmental 
reactions (von Lucadou)



Therapeutic usefulness

Spontaneous resilience during bereavement (Cooper, Roe & 
Mitchell, 2015)

Important consoling function of the positive messages

Impact of sittings with mediums for the bereaved (Beischel et 
al., 2014-2015); Psychomanteum (Hastings et al., 2002); ADC 
therapy (Chambon & Belvie, 2012)

Which kind of psychotherapy does not deteriorate the 
potential positive aftereffects of this experience?



Thank you for your attention
evrardrenaud@gmail.com

Deb (2014): 
24 to 89% 
of users
Asia Pac 

Psychiatry

The true 
phantom 

phone 
syndrome! 
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